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 .We study the spaces of nuclear and integral vector-valued polynomials and
n . n .their duals. We prove that, if E is Asplund, P E; F s P E; F isometrically,N I
n . n .for any Banach space F. We describe P E; F 9 as a subspace of P E9; F9 inN
n .terms of weak-star continuous polynomials. We show that P E9; F sw*
n .P E9; F , when E has the approximation property. Q 2000 Academic Pressc*
INTRODUCTION
w xA classical theorem of Gupta 15 states that, for a Banach space E
n .whose dual has the approximation property, the dual of the space P EN
n .of nuclear scalar-valued polynomials on E is isometric to the space P E9
of continuous polynomials on E9. We study this situation for general
Banach spaces E and vector-valued polynomials. We are also interested in
describing the dual of the space of integral vector-valued polynomials.
Motivated by this, we investigate when the spaces of nuclear and integral
polynomials coincide. We show that if E is Asplund, then, for every
n . n .Banach space F, the spaces P E; F and P E; F are isometric. ThisN I
w ximproves a result of Alencar 2 .
n .In relation to the description of P E; F 9, we study the space ofN
polynomials over E9 which are weak-star continuous over bounded sets.
We prove that these polynomials are K-bounded for compact subsets K of
 .E see Section 3 for the definition , which implies that, if E has the
approximation property, weak-star continuous polynomials are star-ap-
w xproximable. This is analogous to the well-known result of Aron et al. 5 for
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weakly continuous and approximable polynomials and can also be derived
w xfrom a theorem of Valdivia 21 . However, our approach is quite different.
Section 1 is devoted to the equality of nuclear and integral polynomials.
We show, for the scalar-valued case, that nuclear and integral polynomials
Ã ncoincide isometrically if m E does not contain an isomorphic copy of l .1s, e
This allows us to prove the above-mentioned result for the vector-valued
case.
n .In Section 2 we describe the dual of the space P E; F , by means ofN
n .the Borel transform, as a subspace of P E9; F9 . In Section 3 we study
 .weak-star continuous over bounded sets polynomials from E9 to X ;
n .Section 4 deals with the dual of P E; F .I
Throughout, E and F will be Banach spaces over the complex field. We
will note the dual space of E by E9 and its unit ball by B . Given aE
 :  .bilinear system E, E9 and a subset A of E or E9 , we will denote by A8
the polar set of A. Recall that if A is a subspace, its polar coincides with
 .its right left annihilator. The complete n-fold symmetric tensor product
 .of E, endowed with the symmetric injective projective norm will be
Ã n Ã n .denoted by m E m E . Definitions and properties of symmetrics, e s, p
w xtensor products and their norms can be found in 14 . It is important to
remark that although the symmetric norms are not the restriction of the
usual norms to the symmetric tensor products, we will use the notation «
and p for both the symmetric and the non-symmetric norms.
Some usual subspaces of spaces of polynomials will appear: the space of
n . n .finite type polynomials, P E9; F9 , that is, the subspace of P E9; F9f
 .ngenerated by the monomials x0 ? y9, for all x0 g E0, y9 g F9; the space
n .of finite-star type polynomials, P E9; F9 , that is, the subspace off *
n .  .nP E9; F9 generated by the monomials x ? y9, for all x g E, y9 g F9; its
n .closure, the star-approximable polynomials, P E9; F9 and the subspacec*
n .of weak-star continuous polynomials on bounded sets, P E9; F9 .w*
n .We recall some definitions. A polynomial P g P E; F is said to be
nuclear if it can be written as
‘
nXP x s x x y ; x g E, .  . i i
is1
X ‘ 5 X 5 n 5 5where x g E9, y g F, ; i g N, and  x y - ‘. The space ofi i is1 i i
nuclear n-homogeneous polynomials from E into F will be denoted by
n .P E; F . It is a Banach space when we consider the normN
‘
nX5 5 5 5 5 5P s inf x y ,N i i 5
is1
where the infimum is taken over all representations of P as above.
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n .A polynomial P g P E; F is said to be integral if there exists a regular
countably additive F-valued Borel measure G, of bounded variation, on
 .the unit ball of E9 endowed with the weak* topology, B , w* , such thatE9
n
P x s x9 x dG x9 ; x g E. .  .  .H
BE9
The space of all integral n-homogeneous polynomials from E into F will
n .be denoted by P E; F . It is a Banach space when we consider the normI
5 5 < <P s inf G B , 4 .I E9
where the infimum is taken over all the measures G which represent P as
above. The space of all regular countably additive F-valued Borel mea-
 .  .sures of bounded variation on B , w* will be denoted by M B ; F . LetE9 E9
5 5 5 5us note that every nuclear polynomial is integral and P F P ;P gI N
n .P E; F .N
Nuclear and integral multilinear functions are defined analogously. Note
that for the linear case the notion of integral operator which we use is that
which is known as the Pietsch-integral.
A Banach space E is said to be Asplund if every separable subspace of
E has a separable dual or, equivalently, if E9 has the Radon]Nikodym
property.
ÂWe thank Jesus Angel Jaramillo, Ray Ryan, Fernando Bombal, andÂ
Ignacio Zalduendo for helpful conversations and suggestions.
n . n .1. WHEN P E; F AND P E; F ARE ISOMETRICN I
n . n .As we want to describe the dual spaces of P E; F and P E; F , weN I
are interested in when these spaces are the same. Observe that each of
these spaces has its advantage. It is clear that nuclear polynomials have a
simpler representation than integral polynomials. On the other hand, when
n . n .F is a dual space, the space P E; F is itself a dual. In fact, P E; F isI I
n Ã n Ã .  w x.the dual of P E9; Y s m E m Y, when Y 9 s F see 3, 12, 16 .c* s, e e
w xAlencar 1, 2 proved the following three results:
THEOREM 1.1. A Banach space E is Asplund if and only if , for e¤ery
 .Banach space F, each T g L E; F is nuclear. In this case, the identityI
 .  .mapping L E; F “ L E; F is an isometry.N I
THEOREM 1.2. If the Banach spaces E , . . . , E are Asplund then, for1 n
 .  .e¤ery Banach space F, the spaces L E , . . . , E ; F and L E , . . . , E ; FN 1 m I 1 m
are isometric.
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THEOREM 1.3. If a Banach space E is Asplund then, for e¤ery Banach
n . n .space F, P E; F s P E; F with equi¤alent norms.N I
Our main result in this section is an improvement of this last theorem.
THEOREM 1.4. If a Banach space E is Asplund then, for e¤ery Banach
n . n .space F, P E; F s P E; F isometrically.N I
For the proof we need the following scalar case result, which has a
slightly weaker hypothesis. The next theorem was proved also by Boyd and
w xRyan 7 independently.
Ã nTHEOREM 1.5. If the Banach space m E does not contain l then1s, e
n . n .P E s P E isometrically.N I
Ãn n .Proof. Let a : m E9 “ P E be the quotient map defined byNs, p
 .  .n n . n .a x9 m ??? m x9 s x9 , and let i: P E “ P E be the canonicalN IÃ n n .inclusion. We define j: m E9 “ P E by j s i( a . If we prove that jIs, p
is a quotient map, then i will be an isometric isomorphism and the desired
n nresult will follow. To see this, it is enough to prove that j B s B .Ã .m E9 P  E .Is , p
n n Ã n . 4  .Let S s x9 : x9 g B ; P E , so the unit ball of m E is theE9 I s, e
n .npolar set of S. Thus, B s S88. Since S is a w*-compact set in P E ,P  E . II
by the Krein]Millman theorem it follows that the extreme points of
B n are contained in S.P  E .I
On the other hand, using Haydon's characterization of spaces not
w x n .containing l 17 , we have that the unit ball of P E is the closedI1
convex hull of its extreme points. Then B n is contained in the closedP  E .I
convex hull of S.
Ã nHence, since S is contained in the image by j of the unit ball of m E9s, p
and the mapping j has norm 1, we obtain
nn nB ; G S ; j B ; B . Ã .P  E . m E9 P  E .I Is , p
and this completes the proof.
To prove Theorem 1.4, we need the following proposition, which should
w xbe compared with Proposition 2 of 2 .
n Ã n .  .PROPOSITION 1.6. The linear application L: P E; F “ L m E; FI I s, e
 . .  .defined by L P x m ??? m x s P x is well defined and continuous with
norm not greater than 1, if we consider in both spaces the integral norms.
n .  .Proof. Let P g P E; F and « ) 0. Let G g M B ; F such thatI E9
n
P x s x9 x dG x9 ; x g E, .  .  .H
BE9
< < . 5 5with G B F P q « .IE9
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We have the diagram
 .L Pn 6Ãm E Fs , e 6
SR
6 6
L mC B  . . 1E9 J
< <  .where m s G g M B , R and J are the canonical inclusions, andE9
 .  .  . 5 5 5 5 w xXS f s H f x9 dG x9 . It is clear that R s 1 and S F 1. By 11 ,BE
 . < < .L P is an integral operator with integral norm at most G B .E9
5  .5 5 5Therefore, L P F P .I I
Now we have all the tools to prove Theorem 1.4.
n Ã n .  .  .Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let P g P E; F and L P g L m E; F ,I I s, e
where L is the application defined in the previous proposition. From a
w xresult of Ruess and Stegall 18 we know that E is Asplund if and only if
Ã n Ã n Ã n .  .m E is Asplund. Hence, by Theorem 1.1, L m E; F s L m E; FI Ns, e s, e s, e
 . 5  .5isometrically. This implies that L P is a nuclear operator with L P N
5  .5  4 n .s L P . So, for each « ) 0, there exist two sequences Q ; P EI j jg N I
 4and y ; S such thatj jg N F
‘
nÃL P s s Q s y ;s g m E .  .  . j j s , e
js1
«‘ 5 5 5  .5with  Q F L P q .I Njs1 j 2
Now we apply Theorem 1.5, obtaining that, for each j g N, the polyno-
5 5 5 5  X 4mial Q is nuclear with Q s Q . So there exists a sequence xN Ij j j i j ig N
; E9 such that
‘
nXQ x s x x ; x g E .  .j i j
is1
‘ 5 X 5 n 5 5 jq1with  x F Q q «r2 .Nis1 i j j
Finally,
‘ ‘ ‘
nXP x s L P x m ??? m x s Q x y s x x y .  .  .  .  .  j j i j j
js1 js1 is1
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and
‘ ‘
nX5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5P F x y F L P q « F P q « . N I Ii j j
js1 is1
by the previous proposition. Since « is arbitrary, every integral polynomial
n . 5 5 5 5P g P E; F is nuclear with P F P . The other inequality alwaysN II
holds, so the proof is complete.
n .2. THE DUAL OF P E; FN
n . w xWe want to describe P E; F 9. Gupta 15 proved that if E9 has theN
n . n . w xapproximation property, then P E 9 s P E9 isometrically. Dwyer 13N
showed that for a reflexive Banach space E with the approximation
n . n .property, P E; F 9 s P E9; F9 isometrically. In both cases, the BorelN
transform is the isometric mapping. We also use the Borel transform to
n .describe P E; F 9 for general Banach spaces E and F.N Ã n Ã n .Let F : m E9 m F “ P E; F the linear mapping defined byN Ns, p p
 . . .  .nF x9 m ??? m x9 m y x s x9 x y ; x9 g E9, x g E, y g F. Then FN N
is continuous and its norm is equal to 1. Transposing F , we obtain theN
n . n .Borel transform B : P E; F 9 “ P E9; F9 . ThusN N
n nB T x9 y s T x9 ? y T g P E; F 9, x9 g E9, y g F . .  .  .  .  .  . .N N
n .It is easy to see that B is an isometry, so the space P E; F 9 isN N
 .  .isometric to Im B , which coincides with the right annihilator or polarN
 .of ker F . We haveN
‘
X X nÃ Ãker F s s s x m ??? m x m y g m E9 m F .  .N i i i s , p p
is1
‘
nXsuch that x x y s 0 ; x g E , . i i 5
is1
n .which can be described as the polar of the subspace of P E9; F9
 .ngenerated by the polynomials x ? y9, for all x g E, y9 g F9, that is, the
finite-star type polynomials. Thus,
n n n w*P E; F 9 s ker F 8 s P E9; F9 88 s P E9; F9 . .  .  .  . .N N f * f *
n .Remark 2.1. Note that every polynomial P g P E9; F9 of finite type
n n w* .is in the weak-star closure of P E9; F9 , and so P E9; F9 .f * f *
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n w*s P E9; F9 . Indeed, if x0 g E0 there exists, by Goldstine's theorem, .f
 4a bounded net x ; E which weak-star converges to x0. Then it is easya
 .n  .nto see that x ? y9 weak-star converges to x0 ? y9, for all y9 g F9.a
n n w* .So we have that the space P E; F 9 is isometric to P E9; F9 , .N f
n Ã n Ã .where w* means the topology of P E9; F9 given by m E9 m F.s, p p
n .To avoid dealing with tensor products, we want to describe P E; F 9 asN
n .the closure of P E9; F9 in a topology that only involves subsets of E9f
and F.
Ã n Ã n  .:For the bilinear system m E9 m F, P E9; F9 , we will denote bys, p p
n .M* the Mackey topology on P E9; F9 . This is the topology of uniform
Ã n Ãconvergence over weakly compact sets of m E9 m F and verifies thats, p p
n .for any subspace S of P E9; F9 its w*-closure coincides with its M*-
closure. The following lemma allows us to give a better characterization of
this closure.
n w* t .LEMMA 2.2. For any subspace S of P E9; F9 we ha¤e that S s S ,
n .where t is the topology on P E9; F9 of uniform con¤ergence o¤er compact
sets of E9 and weakly compact sets of F. When F is reflexi¤e, t coincides with
the compact open topology.
w* M * w*Proof. We have S s S and so every polynomial on S can be
Ã n Ãuniformly approximated over weakly compacts set of m E9 m F bys, p p
polynomials of S.
w*  4Let P g S and P ; S, M*-approximating P. Let K be a compacta
 4set of E9, so K m ??? m K [ x9 m ??? m x9 : x9 g K is a compact set ofs sÃ n Ä Ä .m E9. If K is a weakly compact set of F, then K m ??? m K m K is as ss, p Ã n Ãweakly compact set of m E9 m F. Thens, p p
6
< <sup P x9 y y P x9 y 0. 1 .  .  .  .  .a a“‘
Äx9gK , ygK
n .  4Reciprocally, given P g P E9; F9 , if there exists a net P ; S sucha
Äthat for every compact set K ; E9 and for every weakly compact set K ; F
nw* Ã Ã .1 holds, then P g S . Indeed, let s g m E9 m F. Then we can writes, p p
‘ ‘
X X X< < 5 5 5 5s s a x m ??? m x m y with a F C , x “ 0, y “ 0. . j j j j j j j
js1 js1
X Ä 4  4  4  4Let K s x j 0 and K s y j 0 . These are compact sets ofj jg N j jg N
<  X . .E9 and F, respectively. Thus, there exists an index a such that P x y0 a j j
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X « . . <y P x y - for every j g N and a G a . Thenj j 0C
‘
X X< < < <P s y P s F a P x y y P x y - « ;a G a . .  .  .  .  .  .a j a j j j j 0
js1
w* tTherefore, S s S . If F is reflexive, since the unit ball of F is weakly
compact, the topology t coincides with the compact open topology.
We conclude that
n n tP E; F 9 s P E9; F9 , .  .N f
n .where t is the topology on P E9; F9 defined in the previous lemma.
When F is a reflexive Banach space, we obtain a simpler characteriza-
n w*tion. The lemma affirms that every polynomial in P E9; F9 can be .f
uniformly approximated over compact sets of E9 by finite type polynomi-
w xals. Using Valdivia's notation for this topology 20, 21 we get
P nE; F 9 s P nE9; F9 . .  .N  f .
Thus we have
n .PROPOSITION 2.3. For any Banach spaces E and F, P E; F 9 isN
n tisometrically isomorphic to P E9; F9 , where t is the topology on .f
n .P E9; F9 of uniform con¤ergence o¤er compact sets of E9 and weakly
n .compact sets of F. If F is a reflexi¤e Banach space, then P E; F 9 isN
n . n .isometrically isomorphic to P E9; F9 , that is, the closure of P E9; F9 f . f
on the compact open topology.
As a consequence of the proposition we obtain the vector-valued version
w x w xof Gupta's result 15 , improving Dwyer 13 .
n .COROLLARY 2.4. If E9 has the approximation property, P E; F 9 isN
n .isometrically isomorphic to P E9; F9 .
Proof. If E9 has the approximation property, the identity can be
uniformly approximated by finite rank operators over any compact set of
E9. So any polynomial on E9 can be uniformly approximated by finite type
n t n .polynomials over any compact set of E9. Then P E9; F9 s P E9; F9 , .f
and the result follows.
3. WEAK-STAR CONTINUOUS POLYNOMIALS
w xIn 20 Valdivia studied the subspace of all scalar-valued homogeneous
w xpolynomials that are weak-star continuous over bounded sets. In 21 he
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 .was also interested in weak-star continuous over bounded sets multilin-
ear mappings. In this section we will relate the previous proposition with
n .the space P E9; F9 of F9-valued weak-star continuous polynomials.w*
This relationship will be established in Corollary 3.7, which can follow
w xfrom 21, Theorem 4 , but which we will show by means of very different
techniques that might be of independent interest.
w x n .Following 9 we will say that a polynomial P g P E; F is K-bounded,
where K is a bounded subset of E9, if there exists a constant C ) 0 such
that
5 5 < < nP x F C sup g x . 2 .  .  .
ggK
n .We will denote by P E; F the space of K-bounded n-homogeneousK
polynomials, which is a Banach space if we consider the norm
5 5P s inf C : inequality 2 holds . 4 .K
n .Observe that, K being bounded, for all P g P E; F ,K
5 5 5 5P F l P , 3 .KK
where l is a positive constant depending on K.K
w xToma 19 proved that a scalar-valued polynomial is weakly continuous
over bounded sets if and only if it is K-bounded for some compact set K.
w xAron et al. 6, Corollary 4 gave another proof of this fact. Following their
ideas, we are able to prove a similar result for vector-valued weak-star
continuous polynomials. Moreover, the proof of Proposition 3.4 can be
slightly modified to obtain a generalization of Toma's theorem to the
vector-valued case.
Although for our applications we only need to consider F9-valued
polynomials, the following results are independent of the space in which
the polynomials take their values. Thus, we will state them for X-valued
polynomials, where X is any Banach space.
n .LEMMA 3.1. If P g P E9; X then its associated operator T gw* P
 ny1 ..L E9; P E9; X .w* w*
n .Proof. If P g P E9; X , by means of the polarization formula we seew*
 . ny1 .that T x9 g P E9; X for all x9 g E9. On the other hand, if T isP w* P
not weak-star continuous on bounded sets, then there exists a bounded
 X 4 5  X .5weak-star null net x ; E9 such that T x ) 1 for all a . For each aa P a
X 5  X . X .5let y g B satisfying T x y ) 1. Because of the weak-star com-a E9 P a a
 X 4pactness of B we may suppose that y is weak-star convergent. AgainE9 a
 X . X .by the polarization formula, T x y “ 0, which leads to a contradic-P a a
tion.
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We define
K E9; X s T g K E9; X : T is w*-w-continuous 4 .  .w*w
Remark 3.2. If a linear operator T : E9 “ X is w*-w-continuous over
bounded sets, then it is w*-w-continuous. Indeed, for all g in X 9, g (T is
a linear functional over E9 which is w*-continuous on bounded sets. Then
g (T is an element of E and consequently w*-continuous. So T is
w*-w-continuous.
 .Since any T g L E9; X is a compact operator and w*-w-continuousw*
 .  .over bounded sets, we have that L E9; X is contained in K E9; X .w* w*w
w xThe following theorem appeared in 6 . We simplify their statement for
our purposes.
THEOREM 3.3. There exists a uni¤ersal Banach space W that, for any pair
of Banach spaces E and X, satisfies the following: for e¤ery compact subset H
 .  .of K E9; X there exist an operator u g K E9; W and a compact setw*w w*w
 4  .L : T g H ; K W; X such that T s L (u for all T g H.T T
n .PROPOSITION 3.4. A polynomial P g P E9; X is weak-star continuous
on bounded sets if and only if it is K-bounded for some compact subset K of E.
Proof. By induction on n, we will prove the following statement:
 ny1 ..If H is a compact subset of L E9; P E9; X then there exists an w* w*
5  . .5 <  . < ncompact subset K of E, such that T g g F sup g x , for everyx g K
 ny1 .T g H for the case n s 1, P E9; X s X and the inequality isn w*
5  .5 <  . <.actually T g F sup g x .x g K
n s 1. By the previous theorem, T s L (u, for each T g H . SoT 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 < <T g s L (u g F C u g s C sup z9 u g .  .  .  .  . .T
z9gBW9
< < < <s C sup u9 z9 g s sup g x , .  .  .
z9gB xgKW9 1
where C is the maximum of the norms of the L 's and K s Cu9 B . .T 1 W 9
Clearly, K is a compact set, so it only remains to prove that it is contained1
 .in E. This follows from the fact that, for any z9 g B , u9 z9 is aW 9w* 6  . .   ..w*-continuous functional over E9: if g 0, u9 z9 g s z9 u g ,a a a
 .which converges to 0 because u g K E9; W .w*w
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 ny1 ..Inducti¤e Step. Let H be a compact subset of L E9; P E9; Xn w* w*
so, for each T g H and g g E9,n
5 5 5 5 5 5T g g s L (u g g s e ( L (u g .  .  .  .  .  . .T g T
< < < X <s sup j ( e ( L (u g s sup L j ( e u g .  . . .  .g T T g
jgB jgBX 9 X 9
5 X 5 5 5F sup L j ( e u g , . .T g
jgBX 9
ny1 .  .  .where e : P E9; X “ X is defined by e P s P g .g w* g
As in the first case, there exists a compact set K of E such that1
5  .5 <  . <u g F sup g x . Let us see what happens with the other factor,x g K1
5 X 5 < X < < <L j ( e s sup L j ( e z s sup j ( e L z .  . . .  .  .T g T g g T
zgB zgBW W
< < 5 5s sup j L z g F sup L z g . .  .  .  . .T T
zgB zgBW W
Now we consider the set
H s L z : z g B , T g H , 4 .ny1 T W n
which is compact because of the compactness of each operator L and ofT
 4the set L : T g H . Moreover, using Lemma 3.1, H can be consid-T n ny1
 ny2 ..ered as a compact subset of L E9; P E9; X . By our inductivew* w*
5  . .5hypothesis, there exists a compact set K of E such that L z g F2 T
<  . < ny1 5 X  .5sup g x for all T g H , z g B . Thus, L j ( e Fx g K n W T g2
<  . < ny1sup g x for all T g H . Therefore,x g K n2
5 5 < < nT g g F sup g x , .  .  .
xgK
where K is the union of K and K . This finishes the proof of the1 2
statement.
To prove the proposition it is enough to consider, for a polynomial
n .  4P g P E9; X , the compact set H s T and apply the above state-w* n P
ment. The reciprocal is easy.
wSlightly changing this proof we obtain the vector-valued version of 6,
xCorollary 4 :
n .PROPOSITION 3.5. A polynomial P g P E; X is weakly continuous on
bounded sets if and only if it is K-bounded for a certain compact subset K
of E9.
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The result of the following proposition is, in a way, a generalization of
w x9, Proposition 3.3 . However, the proof is quite different.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let K be a compact subset of E such that the identity
operator Id: E “ E can be uniformly approximated o¤er K by finite rank
n .operators. Then e¤ery polynomial P g P E9; X is star-approximable.K
 .Proof. We proceed by induction. For n s 1, let T g L E9; X be aK
5  .5K-bounded operator. So there is a constant C ) 0 such that T g F
<  . < < . . < <  . <C sup g x for all g g E9. If j g B , j (T g F C sup g x .x g K X 9 x g K
Then, by Hahn]Banach, j (T belongs to CG K , where G K is the .  .
 .closed absolutely convex hull of K. Thus, T 9 B is contained in CG K , .X 9
which is a compact set where the identity can also be uniformly approxi-
mated by finite rank operators.
Given « ) 0 let I a finite rank operator «-approximating Id over«
X5 5 5 5CG K . Then I (T 9 y T 9 - « and, by transposing, T 0( I y T 0 - « . . « «
X 5 X 5Since the image of I is contained in E9, we obtain T ( I y T - « . It is« «
straightforward to check that T ( I X is a finite-star type operator from E9«
into X.
Assume that the result is true for homogeneous polynomials of degree
n .less than n and let P g P E9; X . Then, by polarization, the associatedK
ny1 .operator T is K-bounded from E9 into P E9; X . Using the linearP K
 .case and the inequality 3 , we obtain that T is approximable by operatorsP
l X  . ny1 .of the form  x ? P , where P g P E9; X . Each P is star-ap-js1 j j j K j
proximable and therefore P is star-approximable also.
Note that, as above, minor changes in the proof will lead to the
approximability of vector-valued K-bounded polynomials over E K a
.compact subset of E9 .
COROLLARY 3.7. If E has the approximation property then e¤ery polyno-
n .mial P g P E9; X is star-approximable.w*
From this last corollary and proposition 2.3 we easily obtain the follow-
ing consequence.
n .COROLLARY 3.8. If E has the approximation property, P E; F 9 isN
n tisometrically isomorphic to P E9; F9 , where t is the topology on .w*
n .P E9; F9 of uniform con¤ergence o¤er compact sets of E9 and weakly
n .compact sets of F. If , in addition, F is reflexi¤e, then P E; F 9 isN
n . n .isometrically isomorphic to P E9; F9 , that is, the closure of P E9; F9w*. w*
for the compact open topology.
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n .4. THE DUAL OF P E; F1
n .A first approach toward a description of P E; F 9 could be by definingI
n .the integral Borel transform. That is, the map B : P E; F 9 “I I
n .  . . .   .n . n .P E9; F9 , B T x9 y s T x9 ? y , for all T g P E; F 9, x9 g E9,I I
n n .y g F, which is the transpose of F : m E9 m F “ P E; F , whereI Is, p p
 . .  .nF x9 m ??? m x9 m y s x9 ? y. But this integral Borel transform doesI
n . not work because to describe P E; F we need B to be an isometry orI I
.at least an isomorphism with its image and this would imply the surjectiv-
ity of F , so all integral polynomials should be nuclear. We point out thisI
result in the following proposition.
n .PROPOSITION 4.1. If the integral Borel transform B : P E; F 9 “I I
n .  . n .P E9; F9 is an isometry isomorphism with its image then P E; F sI
n .  .P E; F isometrically isomorphically .N
It follows that, for the case when nuclear and integral polynomials are
n .not the same, the dual of P E; F does not identify with a subspace ofI
n .P E9; F9 via the Borel transform.
 . n .Let w : M B ; F “ P E; F be given byI E9 I
n
w G x s x9 x dG x9 ;G g M B ; F , x g E. .  .  .  .  .HI E9
BE9
Then w is a linear, continuous mapping of norm 1. Its transpose is theI
n .  .map L : P E; F 9 “ M B ; F 9 defined byI I E9
n n
L T G sT x9 ? dG x9 ;Tg P E; F 9, Gg M B ; F , .  .  .  .  .  .HI I E9 /BE9
n .which is an isometry. As in the nuclear case, we have that P E; F 9 isI
 .isometric to the image of L , which coincides with the polar of ker w .I I
We have
ker w .I
ns G g M B ; F : x9 x dG x9 s 0, ; x g E .  .  .HE9 5
BE9
ns G g M B ; F : y9 x9 x dG x9 s 0, ; x g E, y9 g F9 . .  .  .HE9 5 /BE9
n  . n  .So, if we note by x m y9 the element of M B ; F 9, x m y9 G sE9
  .n  ..  .y9 H x9 x dG x9 , we obtain that ker w is the polar of the subspaceB IE 9
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spanned by these elements. Thus,
n n n w*w x w xP E; F 9 s x m y9 88 s x m y9 ; M B ; F 9. .  .xgEI E9xgE /
y 9gF 9 y 9gF 9
We have the following proposition.
n .PROPOSITION 4.2. For Banach spaces E and F, P E; F 9 is isometri-I
 .cally isomorphic to the weak-star closure of the subspace of M B ; F 9E9
 n 4spanned by x m y9 : x g E, y9 g F9 .
 .Note that when F is a dual space, F s Y 9, the space M B ; F is theE9
 . n .  .dual of C B ; Y . It follows that P E; F 9 is a subspace of C B ; Y 0.E9 I E9
Remark 4.3. If z g E0 and y- g F - we can consider z n m y- as an
n n .  . .   ..element of P E; F 9 by defining z m y- P s y- P z , where P: E0I
“ F0 is the Aron]Berner extension of P. The continuity of this func-
5 5 5 5 5 5 tional follows from the fact that P s P F P the equality is shownI
w x w x.in 8 ; see also 10 . A natural question is which element of the above
n . ndescription of P E; F 9 corresponds to z m y-. To answer this question,I
n  .we think of z m y- as a linear functional over M B ; F ,E9
nz m y- G s y- P z , .  .  . .G
where P is the integral polynomial associated with the vector-valuedG
measure G. By the Hahn]Banach theorem, z n m y- belongs to
n w*w xx m y9 .xgE
y 9gF 9
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